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Beyond interviewing basics 



by Sally Adams 



JOURNALISM’S 
BIG QUESTIONS 

Who 
What 
When 
Where 
Why 
How 

Really use ‘em! 



 Who does?  
 Who doesn’t? 
 Who pays? 
 Who benefits? 
 Who loses? 
 Who determines…? 
 Who’s impacted most? 



 What is it like?  
 What if…? 
 What could…? 
 What would never…? 
 What about…? 
 What happens when…? 
 What should…? 



 When did…? 
 When will…? 
 When should…? 
 When might…? 
 When has this ever…? 
 When can…? 
 When would be the right time? 



 Where will…? 
 Where did…? 
 Where could…? 
 Where should…? 
 Where might…? 
 Where is the evidence? 
 Where would one find…? 



 Why has…? 
 Why hasn’t…? 
 Why not consider…? 
 Why should…? 
 Why now? 
 Why them? 
 Why not them? 



 How has…? 
 How hasn’t…? 
 How could…? 
 How should…? 
 How many…? 
 How important is…? 
 How concerned are you? 



> Ask better questions 

Tell me about… 



> Ask better questions 

How long have you… 
What’s your background? 



> Ask better questions 

What percentage… 

How many will benefit? 
How much will it cost? 



> Ask better questions 

Tell me how it felt… 

Describe what you saw. 
What did it sound like? 



> Ask better questions 

Tell me exactly… 
What did you say? 
What did you think? 



> Ask better questions 

Tell me a story about… 
Recall a time when… 
Was there ever a time…? 



> Ask better questions 

is may be a touchy topic… 
I’m a little nervous to ask… 
I really need to ask you this… 



> Ask better questions 

Did you…? 
Why didn’t you…? 
What were you thinking? 



> Ask better questions 

What have I missed? 
What else should I know? 
Who else should I talk to? 





What’s the plan? 

Why are you doing this? 

What are the 
intended outcomes? 



What concerns you? 

What are the challenges? 

What would happen if… 



What would be better? 

Are there alternatives? 

What could you do 
differently? 



What caused this? 

How did all this begin? 

What exactly is required 
to get started? 



How did it go? 

What were outcomes? 

How do you plan 
to measure success? 



Why was it changed? 

Why will students care? 

Why is this being 
considered or proposed? 



A WRITER’S 
TECHNIQUE 

Describe 
Compare 
Associate 
Analyze 
Apply 
Argue 

Cube for ideas 



What makes 
you say that? 



How did it 
make you feel? 



Tell me more. 



– Susan Ager, Detroit Free Press 

Susan Ager 



CHRONOLOGY 
 Ask subject to go through the       
story’s details chronologically 

Two-time Pulitzer 
Prize winner 
Eric Nalder 
Seattle Times 

HOW & WHY 
  “How do you know that?” 
  “Why do you do what you do?” 

REVIEW 
  Go back over your notes with your 
subjects, and they will likely fill in gaps 



Look, whether you talk 
to me or not, I’m going 
to do a story on this. 

Either I do a fair story 
that says you refused to 
cooperate… 

or I do a fair story that has your 
point of view in it. 

Now which do you want? 

A “last ditch” 
suggestion from 
Eric Nalder 
Seattle Times 





Eyeglasses & beards:  may imply distancing 

Clothing & accessories:  lead to impressions 
that may reveal character traits 

Inconsistencies:  average dress with  
a two carat diamond ring? Hmm… 



Looking up:  recalling or constructing images 

Looking level:  remembering what’s been said 
or trying to put things into words 

Looking down:  recalling feelings or 
having an internal dialogue 



Changes:  watch for changes of expression, no 
matter how slight – a sheepish grin, tightened 
lips or jaw, raised eyebrows, a sigh 

Smiles:  slow, lazy “glinting” smile or 
flat, emotionless smile 



Steepled hands:  superiority, confidence 

Hand near mouth:  anxiety or deception 

Rubbing back of neck:  frustration 

Picking off fluff:  dismissive, may be 
rejecting what’s been asked 



Forward of body:  aggressive 

Held high:  impression of superiority 

Dropped:  depression or submission 



Leaning forward:  engaged and interested 

Leaning back:  may have lost interest 

Resting one arm:  relaxed and less 
involved than a “symetrical” lean 



A
P
P
L
Y 

Time to 



BASIC QUESTIONS 

  Who made the decision? 
  What are the new prices? 
  When do these new prices go 

into effect? 
  Will this affect students who 

buy tickets in advance? 
  Why were prices raised? 
  How much additional revenue 

will this raise? 

DEEPER QUESTIONS 

  Who benefits from this? 
  What if prices hadn’t been 

raised this year? 
  When will the teams see 

increases in funding? 
  Where and how will the new 

prices be publicized? 
  How do you expect this to 

affect student attendance? 



BASIC QUESTIONS 

  Who was involved? 
  What damage was done? 
  When did this happen? 
  Where did the students       

enter the building? 
  Why was the alarm system    

not activated? 
  How did the police know  

which students to arrest? 

DEEPER QUESTIONS 

  Who is responsible for paying 
for the damage? 

  What is the legal consequence? 
  When does the school’s 

insurance policy kick in? 
  How does the admin. plan to 

prevent repeat pranks? 
  What will be the next steps if 

pranks continue? 



Use GOSSEY to create your questions 
 GOALS:  What is the purpose of this center? 
 OBSTACLES:  What were the challenges in planning this? 
  SOLUTIONS:  How do you motivate students to succeed? 
  START:  How do you decide who will participate? 
  EVALUATION:  What do you expect from participants? 
 WHY:  Why should the school offer this opportunity? 



Use CUBING to create your questions 
 DESCRIBE:  How will you prepare for the championship? 
  COMPARE:  How does this team stack up to last year’s? 
 ASSOCIATE:  Could this change perceptions of volleyball? 
 ANALYZE:  Which players made a difference this year? 
 APPLY:  Do you expect to see a surge in tryouts next year? 
 ARGUE:  Should local TV broadcast volleyball finals? 



EXCELLENT 

Got questions? 


